USS Artemis - NCC 83093
Mission Transcript
Stardate 10007.21

Host AGM_JohnG says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<Start Mission - Omicron Eridani V>>>>>>>>>
FCO_Teasley says:
::at the helm::
CTO_Gore says:
::Standing at tactical on the Artemis bridge::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: on bridge ::
MO_Parker says:
::in medical bay, continuing the physicals::
Host CO_Ross says:
::In his RR reading over his PADDs waiting for his XO to appear::
CNS_Arkot says:
::in her office::
CMO_Hardy says:
::in SB looking over some theories on oxygen depletion::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::at OPS::
CTO_Gore says:
::Runs a full scan of the area::
CSO_MacMer says:
::In sick bay, waking up from a several day sleep therapy:: MO: Uh, where am I???
XO_Quest-Mac says:
CTO: You have the bridge.  :: heads off to the capt's RR, and chimes the chime ::
USSHope_Ops says:
@::scanning comm freqs::
CTO_Gore says:
::Nods:: XO: Aye sir.
Host CO_Ross says:
XO: Enter
MO_Parker says:
CSO: Morning, cmdr. You are now in sickbay.
USSHope_CTO says:
@::scanning for anomalous readings::
USSHope_Ops says:
@Comm:Artemis: uss hope about three hours to your position
CTO_Gore says:
::Moves to the center of the bridge giving tac to a sub:: FCO : What's our ETA?
CSO_MacMer says:
;;Looking around, seeing the truth of the MO's statement, but no idea how he came to be here...:: MO: Ah.... how long was I.... out?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: enters RR :: CO: You wished to see me sir?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: USS Hope: acknowledged
FCO_Teasley says:
CTO: 15 minutes
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
*CO*: USS Hope 3 hours way from our position
MO_Parker says:
CSO: Oh, quite some time. Your memory should come back to you soon. Just wait there, and let your head clear.
Host CO_Ross says:
XO: Ah, #1, I've been going over these intel reports, have you come up with anything on the Tholians?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
CO: Not anything new that SF doesn't have in their database, sir.
CTO_Gore says:
OPS: Keep scanning ahead for any signs of Tholians or otherwise.
Host CO_Ross says:
*OPS*: Very well, keep them updated as to our status, if you will
MO_Parker says:
::grabs a PADD and reviews it::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CTO: Aye *CO*: Yes Sir
Host CO_Ross says:
XO: I keep coming up with the same answers, they are not involved, but........we must be prepared as if they are..........so?
CSO_MacMer says:
::Searching through memories...:: All: Hmm, I was on the disco ship...
CMO_Hardy says:
::finds an log containing O2 depletion due to biological contamination from an external source...most likely it could have been an experimental weapon::
CSO_MacMer says:
All: Then.... we transported back to the Artemis... sicker than dogs....
XO_Quest-Mac says:
CO: I believe it would be wise to be prepare... for everything.... :: pause :: including the Tholians.
CSO_MacMer says:
All: Then.... then... hmmm... I think I passed out.... but then woke up -- here?-- and there was Kayan....
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: USS Hope: We are 15 minutes away from Omicron Eridani V, we will rendezvous with you there
MO_Parker says:
CSO: Yes. A being called Gala helped us. I'm still confused about her motives, though....
Host CO_Ross says:
XO: Have the CTO prepare his Department for intruders and I want sensor scans for the entire sector updated at 20 min intervals
CSO_MacMer says:
MO: Gala?  OK, I'll have to look that one up in the data bases.
USSHope_Ops says:
@Comm:Artemis: aye see you soon
CSO_MacMer says:
MO: Well Doc.  Am I all right now?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: USS Hope: Acknowledged. See you then
MO_Parker says:
CSO: While your here, the captain has ordered all of the crew to begin physicals. Most of the command crew aren't showing up, so I think I'll start with you.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: nods :: CO: Aye sir... .and I have alert the science department of the situation.  As soon as Commander MacMer recovers, we should be in good hands.
USSHope_CTO says:
@USS Hope OPS: You think we'll make it on time?
CSO_MacMer says:
MO: You mean you haven't been able to do that in all the time I've been out cold?  ::Disappointment in his voice::
FCO_Teasley says:
::monitors course projection::
MO_Parker says:
CSO: I need you to answer some questions. I can't do that while your unconscious!
Host CO_Ross says:
XO: As soon as we arrive in Orbit Science will take over this mission, as XO, you will have to double as their DH until such time as he is returned to duty.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: USS Hope: Yes you will, they have approximately 48 hours of life sustaining O2 left
CMO_Hardy says:
::exit's his office:: MO : ahh I see that sleeping beauty has finally woken up
CTO_Gore says:
::Sits in the command chair, having feeling a little uneasy....::
USSHope_Ops says:
@USS Hope CTO: we'd better, and keep the scans up this could be a tricky mission.
MO_Parker says:
CMO: And he's perfectly healthy.
USSHope_CTO says:
@USS Hope OPS: Aye, sir  ::increases the scanning level::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Sigh:: MO: All right.  Fire away.  The sooner we get this over with....
CMO_Hardy says:
*XO* CMO here....MacMer has finally woken up from his long slumber ma’am
CSO_MacMer says:
::Looking over at the CMO....:: CMO: Hello, I don't think we've met... Have we?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: almost dropped her jaw in surprise :: CO: Aye sir.   :: fumes, not really a great scientist.... just a biologist, if anything ::
USSHope_Ops says:
@Comm: Artemis: roger understand increasing speed
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: relieved :: *CMO*: What's his condition?
MO_Parker says:
CSO: If you wish, I can send this to your computer, and you can fill it out later, if you want to get back to duty, that is.
Host CO_Ross says:
XO: Well good news #1, I see we are about 10 minutes away..........lets get the job done!
CSO_MacMer says:
::Not quite able to keep the excitement from his voice:: MO: Doc, that would be great!
CMO_Hardy says:
CSO : no I don't think we have  My name is Hardy Kimtesh...it is a pleasure to finally meet you in a woken state ::smiles::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: USS Hope: Acknowledged
CSO_MacMer says:
::Getting up, looking over to the CMO:: CMO: Well its a pleasure.  I take it then your on the medical staff and not just another inmate here?
Host CO_Ross says:
::Follows the XO out to the Bridge::
CMO_Hardy says:
*XO* We are going to do a physical on him and if all light's show green he will be back in no time
MO_Parker says:
CSO: Okay, you may leave. :: turns around :: Self: Seems like no one wants to come to see Dr Parker. ::sigh::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: smiles :: CO: aye sir.  It'll be great if he can return to duty as soon as possible.  :: exists with CO ::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
*CMO*: Terrific.  Tell him he's needed, ASAP
CTO_Gore says:
::Stands as the captain enters the bridge:: 
CMO_Hardy says:
*XO* yes Ma’am....as soon as he has gone through his physical
CTO_Gore says:
CO: nothing to report except We are roughly 10 minutes away from the system captain
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: USS Hope: I gave you some mis-information, it is a mistake on my part. The planet has 45 days left
Host Council_Pres says:
#COMM: Artemis: USS Artemis, this is Council President Lear, welcome to our system
CMO_Hardy says:
CSO : yes I’m your CMO aboard the Artemis.....
MO_Parker says:
:: fills in for the CMO :: CSO: He's the Chief, now.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: takes her spot on the bridge, off right from the center seat ::
USSHope_Ops says:
@Comm:Artemis: roger understand we'll be there soon
CTO_Gore says:
::Mans tactical again, scanning the region::
CMO_Hardy says:
CSO : your presence is requested on the bridge by the XO I suggest that u do not keep her waiting
CSO_MacMer says:
::Looking back and forth between Parker and Hardy....somewhat in confusion:: Both:  Ahh, I see.... ::Not really seeing, but how do I keep from this becoming embarrassing??::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: Council President: Thank-you. We are here to help you and your planet
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Mr. Teasley, slow to 1/2 Impulse
XO_Quest-Mac says:
CO: I recommend that we have the CNS here on the bridge, to evaluate the situation.  I'm sure that the inhabitants of the planet are probably panicking.  Maybe she can help or something.
MO_Parker says:
::slumps in a chair, staring out into space::
Host CO_Ross says:
XO: Very well #1, call her to the Bridge
CSO_MacMer says:
CMO: Yes, ma’am.  ::Saved by the bell, so to speak.::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
*CNS*: Councilor Arkot, report to the bridge at once.
CMO_Hardy says:
MO : what is it...u look kind of "down under" for a lack of a better word
FCO_Teasley says:
::checks nav. computer::
CNS_Arkot says:
*XO* On my way.
MO_Parker says:
::gets up, and wanders over to the console::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
*CO*: a Council President has contacted us. Would you like an open channel?
CNS_Arkot says:
::Leaves her office and heads for the bridge::
Host Council_Pres says:
#COMM: Artemis: We have been monitoring the southern and Northern hemispheres, they are losing oxygen at a higher rate than the equator
Host CO_Ross says:
XO: Yes #1, open a channel
MO_Parker says:
CMO: Kinda depressing, isn't it? Everyone that comes in here leaves without me getting anything done.
CSO_MacMer says:
::Pulling uniform from locker, stepping into a bathroom, and changing into the uniform::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: Council President: Acknowledged
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CO: Sir, I am Ewan
CNS_Arkot says:
::arrives on the bridge::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: wonders why the captain is addressing her; shrugs and nods to the OPS to have him to open the channel ::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::opens a channel:: CO: Sir channel open
CSO_MacMer says:
::A last few careful tugs for final adjustment, then off to the bridge::
Host CO_Ross says:
::Smiles at OPS:: OPS: I stand corrected, yes, open a channel
MO_Parker says:
:: retrieves the questionnaire, and posts it to the CSO's quarters ::
CMO_Hardy says:
MO : try and get the ship's personnel down for a physical......and after that I need your assistance in finding out what could cause the O2 depletion down on the planet
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CO:The channel is open
MO_Parker says:
CMO: Aye, sir.
CNS_Arkot says:
XO: You needed me?
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: Council: President Lear, this is Captain Ross, we will be orbiting your planet in less than 5 minutes, we have a Science Vessel also arriving within the next 2 hours or so, we will begin work as soon as we settle in
MO_Parker says:
:: puts in another request for the crew to come to sickbay, and waits ::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: looks over at the TL :: CNS: Yes.... I do.  Actually, the crew does.  :: pause :: To be more precise the inhabitants of the planet does.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: USS Hope: On Omicron Eridani V, the Southern and Northern hemispheres, they are losing oxygen at a higher rate than the equator
Host Council_Pres says:
#COMM: Artemis: Understood, the population is becoming concerned, but we have downplayed the ultimate results if we are not successful..........
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: indicates to the CNS to come to her :: CNS: Have you ever wonder what would happen if you knew you only had 45 days to live?
CSO_MacMer says:
::Entering the bridge, stopping in shock at the changes to the bridge crew.... HOLLY....MOLLY.... what ship am I on??  Then nodding to the CO, smiling, and heading over to science::
CNS_Arkot says:
XO: I have never considered it.
USSHope_Ops says:
@Comm:Artemis: roger any reason as to why yet?
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: Council: ::Smiles:: I understand Mr. President, our Science Departments will contact your Planetary Defense Force and Science Labs for additional information, Ross out
CMO_Hardy says:
*CSO* have u had the chance to scan the planet for any explanation about the O2 Depletion ?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: stands up, and have the CNS sit in the XO seat ::  CNS: Alrighty... consider it now.  What do you think you would do if you knew you had only 45 solar days to live?
CSO_MacMer says:
::Perhaps this is some alternate time line, Before I zonked it was Capt Bryant, he'd replaced Captain Ross::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CO: The USS Hope wants to know if there is any information as to why the Northern and Southern Hemispheres are losing oxygen faster than the Equator?
MO_Parker says:
CMO: You had a problem with oxygen?
Host CO_Ross says:
::Smiles in return to the CSO and his surprise to see his old Captain again::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: sees the CSO on the bridge :: CSO: Welcome to the living, Commander.... :: grin ::
CSO_MacMer says:
*CMO*: Sorry, I'm just now stepping up to the Science Console.  What kind of scan would you like?
CNS_Arkot says:
XO: I suppose I would make the best of my remaining time.
CSO_MacMer says:
::Nodding to SO Signur as he steps aside...::
CMO_Hardy says:
MO : haven’t u been reading the MB about this mission that was transferred to your terminal 2 day's ago ?
USSHope_CTO says:
@::continues scanning::
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Mr. Teasley, standard orbit if you will
XO_Quest-Mac says:
CNS: Agreed, but um... don't you think panic would come in?  at all?
MO_Parker says:
::overhears:: CMO: Get him to scan the atmosphere for the types and amounts of gases in there
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Yes sir
FCO_Teasley says:
::adjusts the controls::
CNS_Arkot says:
XO: Of course.
CTO_Gore says:
::Scans the system for any signs of other ships or anomalies::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Whispering to Ens. Signur for a brief on the current mission and our department's status::
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Standard orbit achieved sir
MO_Parker says:
CMO: Oh, that one! I thought you were talking about something else! ::chuckles::
CMO_Hardy says:
CSO : could u try to scan for any anomalus gasses that could be in the in the atmosphere of the planet?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: USS Hope: Wait one, I am finding that out now
CMO_Hardy says:
MO : excellent suggestion
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Excellent Mr. Teasley!, keep updating our departure vectors, in case we need to break orbit
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: smiles to relax the half-klingon.... weird concept :: CNS: Those people down there..... they might go into shock or something, we need you to keep them calm.  The civilians.
CSO_MacMer says:
*CMO*: Will do.
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Yes sir
USSHope_Ops says:
@HopeCTO: pull-up everything you have on the Tholians and lets get up to speed.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CSO: The USS Hope wants to know if there is any information as to why the Northern and Southern Hemispheres are losing oxygen faster than the Equator?
CMO_Hardy says:
MO: u really had me going there for a sec  ::smiles::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Checking with SO for what scans he's already done, then assigning a series of scans for various gasses which could lock up free O2, such as CO, etc...::
CNS_Arkot says:
XO: Understood.
Host AGM_JohnG says:
ACTION: The USS Hope is 20 minutes out from Omicron Eridani V......she pushed those old Warp Engines to the Max
USSHope_CTO says:
@::holds on to his console as the ship judders due to the stress on the warp core::
USSHope_Ops says:
@Comm:Artemis: we are 20 minutes away.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: pats the CNS' hand :: CNS: Relax... you'll do fine.   :: stands up from the crouch position she was in, and survey around the bridge to reassess the situation. ::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: USS Hope: Apparently there is no information as to why as of yet
FCO_Teasley says:
::programs departure course into the nav. computer::
USSHope_Ops says:
@Comm;Artemis: roger we are working the problem here also.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: USS Hope: Understood
Host AGM_JohnG says:
INFO: The USS Hope is a refit Daedelus Class, NCC-999A the last of her kind still in service
MO_Parker says:
::walks over to a console, and attempts some scans of his own::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
CO: What's the situation?
CSO_MacMer says:
::Getting a negative response from the scans...:: *CMO*: Sorry, nothing obvious, like volcanic action.
Host CO_Ross says:
XO: #1, are we ready to turn the mission over to Science and Tactical?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
CO: Yes sir.. I believe we are....
CSO_MacMer says:
:: Arranging with the SO to do oxygen ration tests of the atmosphere every 10 minutes to determine the actual volume of O2 disappearing..::
CMO_Hardy says:
Self: hmmmmm...........   MO: I could use your help here.....there seems that there is nothing wrong with the planet's atmosphere
MO_Parker says:
CMO: I'm not sure what could be taking all of the air. If it is CO2, we should check the inhabitants for poisoning...
CTO_Gore says:
::Continues scanning for ships or anomalies near the planet and in the system::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
OPS: give any power that you can spare to the science and tactical departments.
CSO_MacMer says:
::Hmmm, with this amount of gas being taken out of the atmosphere, I wonder if we could track air flows to see where its going?  Setting up scans of the air flow patterns::
Host AGM_JohnG says:
XO: Very well then CSO/CTO: Mr. MacMer and Mr. Gore, the Operational portion of this mission is turned over to your departments, lets find out what is causing this oxygen depletion
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CO: The Hope is 20 minutes away
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Aye, aye Sir.
CMO_Hardy says:
MO: yes that would be the prudent action for us to take........I’ll have a talk with the XO   ::exit's SB::
CTO_Gore says:
CO: Aye aye sir.
CMO_Hardy says:
::enters the TL ::  TL: Bridge
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::nods at the XO and works on a Power Allocation schedule::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Telling the SO to pull up the normal weather patterns and compare the air flow pattern to what the sensors are pulling in.  Looking for anomalies, like low pressure centers...::
CMO_Hardy says:
::enters the Bridge::    XO: could I have a minute with u Ma’am
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: looks over at the CMO :: CMO: Of course, Lt.  :: waves him over :: What is it?
CSO_MacMer says:
::For good measure throwing scans of the O2 ratio across different weather centers, looking for anything out of the ordinary.... for this planet at least.::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::comes up with a suitable schedule and allocate the needed power to SCI and TAC::
CTO_Gore says:
Self: Hmm... ::remodulates the sensors and scans for any unusual emissions that could be from a weapon or otherwise::
Host AGM_JohnG says:
ACTION: USS Hope drops out of warp and slows to 1/2 Impulse
FCO_Teasley says:
CTO, CSO: Do you need help with anything?
CMO_Hardy says:
XO : if the O2 depletion is deteriorating as bad as the prediction's we could be looking at a medical disaster down there ......we should aid them in some way .........
MO_Parker says:
Computer: Get me a comm with one of the medical buildings on the planet.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
CMO: Agreed.  What do you propose, doctor?
USSHope_CTO says:
@::scans show the Artemis::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Thinking for a moment:: FCO: Nothing comes to mind Joe, but thanks.  Of course you get any ideas, pipe right up.  I can use all the science background I can get!
CTO_Gore says:
::Looks at the CSO:: FCO: hmm, a lower orbit might help us in scanning the planet's atmosphere...
CNS_Arkot says:
::starts to walk around the bridge::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CO: The Hope is dropping out of Warp now
FCO_Teasley says:
::brings the ship down another 200m::
MO_Parker says:
<Computer> MO: Connection Established. Contacting Dr Carl Williams. ::beep::
CMO_Hardy says:
XO: I would like send down a medical AT to get a look at the situation first hand and have them take some science equipment with then to try and find a cause.......the answer must be down on the planet........maybe this is due to some industrial disaster that we where not informed about
CTO_Gore says:
::Begins a scan of the atmosphere looking for any anomalies....also tries to locate the exact spot where oxygen is seeping through the atmosphere into space::
FCO_Teasley says:
CSO: Could there be something in the atmosphere that eating the O2?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::looking over the other Dept.’s that had power cut and reroutes more power to Sickbay::
CSO_MacMer says:
FCO: We didn't spot anything obvious.  Like there is no unusual volcanic activity.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
CMO: An away team will be formed, if and only if we need one.  If we can assist from up here, we do not need to be down there.  We don't need to put ourselves in jeopardy, unless necessary.
Host AGM_JohnG says:
OPS: Have engineering place the thrusters on-line, we don’t need any surprises like a thermal layer sensors don’t pickup or anything like that
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CSO: any information on the Planet that I can give the Hope?
CSO_MacMer says:
::Noting that there is nothing unusual about the weather patterns, but noting some interesting O2 ratio returns...::
FCO_Teasley says:
CSO: Could it be something that couldn't be scanned?
MO_Parker says:
::watches as a sick face appears on the screen::
CSO_MacMer says:
FCO: Quite possibly... I will rule out nothing right now.
CSO_MacMer says:
OPS: Not yet.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
CMO: And if an away team is needed, then you will be notified.
CMO_Hardy says:
XO: I understand the risk involved, but I think that this would be a logical choice to explore all the possibilities available
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Sir, the O2 ratios seem lower, lower than normal at the poles.  I would suggest focusing attention there.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CO: Aye Sir ::contacts ENG to have the thrusters on-line:: CSO: Thank-you Sir
USSHope_Ops says:
@HopeCSO: start your scans and have all hands working this problem
CTO_Gore says:
::Looking at his fruitless scan results, and thinks a moment:: CSO: There doesn't appear to be anything wrong with the planet itself....maybe we should take an air sample from the atmosphere and scan it for any agents....
Host AGM_JohnG says:
CSO: I agree, if it warrants changing our orbital path, advise Mr. Teasley
MO_Parker says:
COMM:Dr: Greetings, Dr Willams. I am Dr Parker, of the USS Artemis.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: USS Hope: We still have no information yet
XO_Quest-Mac says:
CMO: Understood.  And that choice, sending an away team, will be considered when the time is right.  But now is not the time.  Not yet.  :: smiles :: I commend you on your enthusiasm though.
CSO_MacMer says:
CTO: We can do that.  We should also do some careful scans of the surface to see if there is a device there doing this, or if there is some natural phenomenon occurring there.
CSO_MacMer says:
CTO: Perhaps we should send down a high resolution probe?
USSHope_Ops says:
@comm:Artemis: we are working the problem here now with all hands.
CMO_Hardy says:
::look's at the XO with a not so satisfied stare:: XO : Thank u Ma’am         ::mumbles a klingon Curse::
CTO_Gore says:
CSO: Agreed.  I'll beam a sample to science lab one.  Yes a probe would be a good idea too
USSHope_CTO says:
@::tries to do what he can to help::
CSO_MacMer says:
CTO: Is there anything you can think of which might be causing this from orbit?
MO_Parker says:
COMM: Planet: We have been sent to aid you in your O2 depletion. But, I need a bit of help from you.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: stops smiling :: CMO: If you have a problem, Lt.....  talk to me.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: USS Hope: Understood
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CSO: The Hope is also working on the problem as well
CTO_Gore says:
CSO: Some type of reaction within the bodies of this solar system....or perhaps something planted in the air itself...a virus even...
CSO_MacMer says:
OPS: Thanks you, please pass to them what we are doing.  I'll send them our scans on a data link. :: Setting up data link...::
USSHope_Ops says:
@Comm:Artemis: request you help us with possible security problems .
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: wonders why klingons and half klingons can't take compliments ::
MO_Parker says:
#<Dr. Carl>COMM: Artemis: ::coughs:: I'm sorry... ::splutter:: I can't help you, ::fuzz:: too busy..... ::ends comm::
CSO_MacMer says:
CTO: Keep scanning above the surface, and I'll focus on the surface and in the atmosphere.
Host CO_Ross says:
::Looks over at the XO:: self: What now?
CTO_Gore says:
::Beams a air sample into a containment field in science lab one, calls a few science officers down to the lab to run a full scan of the air sample::
CMO_Hardy says:
XO : There is no problem Ma’am  ::smiles::
::thank u mammy for those Vulcan techniques that u pushed on me::
FCO_Teasley says:
::continues departure course programming::
USSHope_Ops says:
@HopeCTO: please scan for possible intruders.
CTO_Gore says:
CSO: Acknowledged.  Air sample is being worked on in the science lab, preparing the probe for departure to the planet's surface now.
USSHope_CTO says:
@HopeOPS: Aye, sir.  ::scans::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
CMO: Terrific.  Dismissed.
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Sir. The CTO and I believe it would be a good idea to send a probe to each pole to do some high resolution scans.  We also would like to take actual air samples.
CSO_MacMer says:
::Looking over to the CTO:: CTO: Wait on the CO's permission....
Host AGM_JohnG says:
CSO: Very good, continue
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Aye sir.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: shakes her head :: self: the CMO and the CNS are both half klingons.... but act so different.
CTO_Gore says:
::Nods::
CSO_MacMer says:
CTO: All right, lets go for it.  Advise when the probes are ready.
CMO_Hardy says:
::head's over to the CSO::
MO_Parker says:
::turns off computer, and goes and does some research on the O2 problem::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Seeing CMO approach:: CMO: What can I do for you?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: meets the CO's eyes, and shrugs a bit, and goes back to her seat ::
USSHope_CTO says:
@::continues scanning::
CMO_Hardy says:
CSO: what have we found out so far ??
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: USS Hope: CSO MacMer has sat up a datalink, so that any information they have, will be sent to you immediately
CTO_Gore says:
CO, CSO: Launching probes to the poles now ::Launches them::
Host AGM_JohnG says:
ACTION: Sensors reveal that there is deep contamination of the planet, but sensors cannot identify the source
CSO_MacMer says:
CMO: Just unusual O2 ratios at the poles.
CMO_Hardy says:
*MO* have u come up with some Theory's on the O2 problem ?
USSHope_Ops says:
@Comm:Artemis: roger also request a security team to help us over here.
CSO_MacMer says:
::A little jarred by the CTO... normally we would let the CO actually authorize the launch...  oh well...::
USSHope_CTO says:
@HopeOPS: Sensors show a deep contamination of the planet.  But I can't find out where it's coming from, sir
CTO_Gore says:
::Transfers probe results and control to CSO as the probes land and take up position::
CMO_Hardy says:
CSO: has there been any depletion of the ice on either of the poles ??
USSHope_Ops says:
@HopeCTO; roger transfer that data to the Artemis please.
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: Hope: This is Captain Ross, what is going on over there?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CTO: The Hope requests that you send a SEC Team  over to then for security
CSO_MacMer says:
CMO: I don't know, but we will look.  ::Starting to look at data, both from Artemis' scans and the first of the probes data as they descend::
MO_Parker says:
*CMO*: I have, sir. I'm thinking it could have to do with some sort of pollution in the air, maybe phosphorous or some sort of pollutant. Or, They are using all of the air in some way.
USSHope_Ops says:
@Comm:Artemis CO; sir we feel we have a security breach we need assistance we only have minimal security onboard.
Host AGM_JohnG says:
ACTION: Communication is terminated at the source aboard the Hope
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: Hope: Answer!
CTO_Gore says:
::Is suddenly concerned as the comm to the Hope ends in static::
USSHope_CTO says:
@::transfers data::
USSHope_CTO says:
@::does an internal scan::
CMO_Hardy says:
*MO* that would seem as a logical theory   let me know as soon as u have something remotely conclusive.............or just a hunch for that matter
FCO_Teasley says:
::finishes the programming::
Host CO_Ross says:
CTO: Mr. Gore, take an AT over to the Hope, find out what is going on over there!
FCO_Teasley says:
::says to himself:: Done
MO_Parker says:
*CMO*: Aye sir.
CTO_Gore says:
CO: Aye sir.  *sec office* Security team to TR 1 on the double!
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Should we heighten our alert status?
CTO_Gore says:
::runs over to the TL and enters:: TL: Tranporter room
Host CO_Ross says:
CSO: Affirmative, Yellow Alert, once the AT is away
USSHope_Ops says:
@HopeCTO: yellow alert please
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Aye sir.
USSHope_CTO says:
@::initialises Yellow Alert::
CMO_Hardy says:
:: runs after the CTO::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Seeing a TO step up to take over tactical:: TO: You know the drill, but wait for the AT...
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: goes over to CSO station, and looks over his shoulder, watching the data roll by ::
CMO_Hardy says:
CTO: I’m coming with u
CSO_MacMer says:
::Having the SO take over the above atmosphere scans...::
USSHope_Ops says:
@HopeCTO: comms are down!!
CTO_Gore says:
CMO: It is to dangerous doctor...lets security clear the Hope first::Enters the TR and nods to the 5 armed TOs, picks up his type II phaser and steps on the pad::
CSO_MacMer says:
XO: Ma’am.  ::Nodding, pointing to the abnormalities of the poles, and the O2 ratio::
USSHope_CTO says:
@::tries to get comms back up::
Host AGM_JohnG says:
ACTION: The Artemis CTO and Tactical Team are beamed over to the USS Hope
CMO_Hardy says:
CTO: all right....but as soon as u have a grasp of what the situation is u call me if I am needed
XO_Quest-Mac says:
CSO: Any hypothesis as to why the oxygen are depleting as such a rapid rate?
USSHope_CTO says:
@OPS: I'm trying, sir.
FCO_Teasley says:
::heads to the science station:::
CSO_MacMer says:
::TO, checking w/transporter room determines AT is away, and initializes YELLOW ALERT::
CMO_Hardy says:
::watches the AT transport away to the Hope::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: nods :: CSO: What's the main composition of chemical at the poles?
CTO_Gore says:
@::Makes his way down the corridor of the ship, enters a TL with the sec team and heads for the bridge::
CMO_Hardy says:
::head's back to the bridge::
Host CO_Ross ® (alert.wav)
CSO_MacMer says:
XO: Do you mean of the air there, or of the caps?
CTO_Gore says:
@::Enters the Hope bridge with a security team:: ALL: Is everything all right over here?
USSHope_Ops says:
@HopeCTO: roger, have the Artemis AT help  us  look for comm problems.
FCO_Teasley says:
CSO: Any luck
USSHope_CTO says:
@::looks up to see the Artemis AT enter::
CSO_MacMer says:
<TO> CO: Sir, ship reports standing to at Yellow Alert.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::maintaining Power Allocations and ready to re-route all power to Main Ship Functions when needed::
XO_Quest-Mac says:
CSO: From these pattern, oxygen are being depleted more rapidly at the poles, is that correct?   What is the main composition of gases at those regions?
Host CO_Ross says:
<TO>: Very well
Host CO_Ross says:
::Stands up and begins to stroll the bridge in nervous energy::
CSO_MacMer says:
XO: Yes Ma’am, that is correct.  We've sent sensors there.  Hopefully now that they've landed, and things get settled down we can tell more about air flows and such.
CMO_Hardy says:
::enters the bridge and head's on over to the CSO:: CSO:is there anything new information coming from the scans?
XO_Quest-Mac says:
:: nods :: CSO: I was thinking.... is it possible that all the oxygen are NOT being depleted... but being... ah.. converted into other compounds?
CSO_MacMer says:
::Looking back over the other shoulder:: CMO: Ahh, no.
CTO_Gore says:
@::Walks over to a man in a red uniform who appears to be the captain...:: HopeCO: Sir?  We're the At from the Artemis, is something wrong?
CSO_MacMer says:
XO: We've also been checking that.  So far we have not identified any obvious mechanism which might be doing that, such as CO flows from volcanic activity.
CMO_Hardy says:
XO: the MO has come up with one possible theory, he thinks it could have to do with some sort of pollution in the air, maybe phosphorous or some sort of pollutant
XO_Quest-Mac says:
CSO: Or am I off the wall?  It takes vast amount of energy to break the O2 bond...
CSO_MacMer says:
XO: It doesn't that much energy to make it combine with something that has free radicals.
CSO_MacMer says:
XO: That then would be just an old fashioned chemical reaction.  Though normally O2 tends to be exothermic when it does that....
CO_WGore says:
@CTO: yes we may have an intruder aboard.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
CMO: and how will phosphorus affect the oxygen?
USSHope_CTO says:
@::continues to scan for intruders::
CSO_MacMer says:
XO: I believe Phosphorus will 'oxidize' quite energetically....
CO_WGore says:
@CTO; I'm Captain Gore we may have an intruder aboard.
CTO_Gore says:
@::turns completely white:: CO: W-what?! ::In complete shock:: That's impossible!
CO_WGore says:
@CTO: what’s impossible?
USSHope_CTO says:
@HopeCO: Still no sign of intruders,  captain.
XO_Quest-Mac says:
CSO: Yes... but is it reactive enough.
CMO_Hardy says:
XO : I believe the CSO explained that quite nicely
CO_WGore says:
@HopeCTO; roger continue scanning.
CSO_MacMer says:
XO: Or it might be more a question of is there enough of it to react to such an extent.
CTO_Gore says:
@HopeCO:::Can barely say the words:: I’m your son....
USSHope_CTO says:
@HopeCO: Aye, sir
CO_WGore says:
@CTO: we should move to my ready room now!
XO_Quest-Mac says:
CSO: And as a rate like that...... there's gotta be tons of Phosphorous up there.... :: pause :: Another question is that when O2 reacts, it releases a lot of energy.... but I don't see anything like that in these readings....
CSO_MacMer says:
XO: So far the caps seem to be mostly water, with some trace elements.
CSO_MacMer says:
XO: As I said oxygen tends to be very exothermic...
CTO_Gore says:
@::assigns the sec team to the hope CTO:: HopeCO: very well... ::Stating to feel alot of anger building up inside him...::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CO: Warp Power Core is up at full operating conditioned and is being maintained at 20% power output. Main Impulse Propulsion System is at full operating condition as well
XO_Quest-Mac says:
CSO: Hum... :: puzzled :: Then what are the air components at these regions?  :: points to the area around the equator ::
CO_WGore says:
@::turning red::
CMO_Hardy says:
*MO* how u holding up down there?
USSHope_CTO says:
@::assigns the security team to spread out and join his own teams in trying to find any intruder::
CTO_Gore says:
@::Starts turning red as well::
CSO_MacMer says:
XO: They seem to be closer to normal than what we were getting for the poles.
MO_Parker says:
*CMO*: No luck, sir. Sorry. I believe that my phosphorous plot may be wrong.... It works mostly in water, I believe.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CO: All Tactical and long range sensor arrays are brought up to full operational status
XO_Quest-Mac says:
CSO: huh... interesting... :: ponders over the facts as well ::
MO_Parker says:
*CMO*: But I'll keep searching.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CO:Deflector systems brought to full standby
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Very well
CSO_MacMer says:
:: Checking the data link for any data the Hope might have passed, noting some data packets, down loading them...::
CMO_Hardy says:
*MO* there is still some basis in your theory Ensign.....keep it up for now.........
FCO_Teasley says:
::takes a last look at the courses::
CNS_Arkot says:
::considers leaving the bridge, but changes her mind:: Self: I may be needed...
Host AGM_JohnG says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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